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Digital textile printing creates ultimate flexibility. Today, textile manufacturers can print all imaginable patterns 

on textiles, independently of repeating patterns. Countless designs can be produced without colour paste and 

fabric wastage. Moreover, the adjustment of the printing system and the alignment of the printing templates 

that are so time-consuming have become a thing of the past. Even the application of print pastes is eliminated! 

This saves a lot of time and considerably reduces the consumption of dyes, water and chemicals and the 

contamination of waste water.

1. MORE SPEED PLEASE!

Let’s add some colour, and let’s speed things up!

Team TANATEX Chemicals

All of these digital printing advantages are more 

than welcome, especially in the high-end segment. 

Here, “OK’” is no longer good enough. Fashion brands 

demand more product personalisation, more speed, 

and new and different prints that cannot be produced 

with traditional printing methods. This means that 

textile mills need to be both adaptable and terrifically 

fast. Inkjet printing may be the answer to these -and 

many other- challenges. 

But how do you make it work? Is inkjet printing just a 

matter of pressing the “print” button, or do you need more 

than that? And how do you get to the best inkjet results? 

In this white paper, we tell you how to get the most out of 

inkjet printing. We tell you about fabric pre-treatment, 

inkjet preparation and best practices. Hence, everything 

you need to get your products from “OK” to “absolutely 

brilliant”. 
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The process
 

Traditional printing
Traditional printing methods such as rotary screen 

printing, flat bed printing and Rouleaux printing involve 

applying print paste on a printing surface. Each colour 

is applied separately, until the end result is achieved.  

This method requires many different colour pastes (one 

for each colour, to be exact) and many different screens, 

as you need one screen for each individual colour.  

This means a lot of print paste waste, as you cannot 

re-use the paste after it’s been applied to the screens. 

Furthermore, due to the many screens that need to be 

produced, installed, and adjusted, traditional printing 

methods have a long starting-up process. Lastly, as 

print screens come in a certain size, your designs are 

limited to the pattern repeat.

Inkjet printing
With inkjet printing, a pump directs ink from a reservoir 

to several nozzles that eject a stream of drops onto 

the fabric. This way, colours are mixed “on the spot”, 

meaning they do not require different screens or colour 

pastes. As opposed to traditional printing, inkjet printing 

uses only four main colours and some additional ones 

to get to the final shades. As you do not need any colour 

paste, you don’t lose time on preparing them, meaning 

you can have your inkjet printer up and running in no 

time. The absence of screens gives you more freedom to 

create your own designs, and as you do not waste any 

ink, you also reduce ecological impact. 

Textile printing is nothing new. People have been adding colour to textiles for ages, through several printing 

methods. High quality inkjet printing is quite revolutionary, though. What’s new about inkjet and in what way 

does it differ from traditional printing?

2. FROM TRADITIONAL TO DIGITAL

“Inkjet printing gives you more freedom to create your own designs,  

and as you do not waste any ink, you also reduce ecological impact”

How do you get started with inkjet printing? 
Inkjet printing clearly comes with many advantages that help you get your printed fabrics to your customers 

better, faster, more personalised and against lower costs. But it’s far from a magic trick. Inkjet printing 

done right requires expertise, the right machinery, the right fabrics and the right auxiliaries. 

How do you get started? We’ll teach you in the upcoming chapters. 



3. INKJET STARTING KIT

So, if you want your products to go from “OK” to “brilliant”, 

printing them is not enough. As you need to optimally 

pre-treat, prepare and post-treat your fabric, you should 

consider four steps:

• Pre-treatment 

• Inkjet printing preparation 

• Post-treatment (fixation & finishing) 

• Suitable machines for preparation

In inkjet printing, preparation is everything. Sure, inkjet printers can do great things, but only if they operate under 

optimal conditions. And there’s more to it than just the right printer and ink. You can have the best machinery and 

inks in the world; printing results can be affected by a lack of the right treatment methods during your preparation 

steps. Bleaching, for example, sometimes meddles with ink fixation, resulting in messy colours and lower brilliancy. 

Furthermore, certain fibres respond to the same ink differently, meaning you need a toolbox of finishes that prepare 

your textiles for everything they go through during the production process. 

“You can have the best machinery and inks in the world;  

printing results can be affected by a lack of the right treatment methods”

5
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Depending on fibre and article type, textiles need to be pre-treated before they can be dyed or printed. If textiles 

contain oils, waxes, or paraffin, this should be washed off as well or they will change the output. We therefore 

recommend studying your materials and determine what kind of pre-treatment they need. If you get this part right, 

you create a suitable foundation for your inks. This increases the absorption of the ink by your textiles, resulting in 

better print results.

3.1 PRE-TREATMENT

When it comes to pre-treatment, four parameters are important:

Whiteness
The whiteness of the fabric influences the prints’ colour 

yield as well as the depth of the print. The higher the 

basic white, the more brilliant and more intense the 

results will be. 

Free of impurities
The fabric shouldn’t contain any oils, waxes, calcium or 

seed parts, as they can meddle with pick up rate and ink 

fixation.

Hydrophilicity
As is the case with traditional printing and dyeing, the 

fabric’s hydrophilicity needs to be controlled and -more 

importantly- be reproducible. Fortunately, there’s a 

simple way to check. Use a TEGEWA drop test or simply 

buy a 0,50ct. pipette online at any lab supply shop.  

Drip one drop of water on the fabric and measure the 

time it takes for it to be absorbed. Try different batches 

of fabric to check the consistency of de hydrophilicity. 

For inkjet printing, we recommend a maximum of ten 

seconds hydrophilicity.

No residual sizing agent on the fabric
Sizing agents are used to protect yarns from damaging 

during the weaving process. Like in traditional printing, 

proper size elimination is crucial for good inkjet printing. 

Determining the type and amount of size that’s on the 

fabric is simple, if you know where to look! On the next 

page, we share a quick and simple test method that 

anyone can use. 
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3.1 PRE-TREATMENT

Size determinations
First of all, it’s important to know the type of fibre that’s being used. The most popular fibre types are cotton, 

polyamide, polyester and viscose. If you don’t know the type of fibre you’re dealing with, the following will help 

you find out:  

Cotton
Cotton burns quickly and leaves little powdery residue. 

When the flame is extinguished and left to smoulder, 

you’ll smell the odour of burning paper.

Once you’ve determined the fibre type, you can determine if and which type of size is on the fabric. To do so, you’ll 

need potassium iodide (KI/I2) and boric acid crystals, which you can buy at your chemistry supplier. 

Procedure for cotton:
1. Use a pipette to put a drop of KI/I2 on the piece of fabric.

2. Put a second drop of KI/I2 on the fabric and then add some boric acid crystals. 

3. If needed, rub using a glass rod. 

4. A specific colour reaction for the sizes, which are present on the warp, will be obtained.

5. If the drop turns yellow, the fabric is free of size. If it turns out a different colour, use the guide to determine 

 the type of size that’s present:

Polyester
Polyester is difficult to burn and does so with black smoke 

and a sharp aromatic odour. A hard, darkish ball remains. 

Polyamide 
Polyamide melts immediately with a celery – like smell 

when burnt. It leaves a glossy, hard, white-to-brown ball. 

Cellulose viscose 
Cellulose viscose highly resembles cotton, except for its 

poor wet strength. Viscose will break at a wet point in 

a thread.

Fibre Co Co Co Co

Size PVA PVAc Modified starch Starch/PVA

Kl/l2

Kl/l2 + boric acid
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Now that your fabrics are ready to be printed, the inkjet 

process needs to be prepared as well. This is needed to 

make the ink fix to the fibres, but also to improve:

• Shade depth

• Sharpness

• Penetration

• Fastness

• Fabric handle

3.2 INKJET PRINTING PREPARATION 

As opposed to traditional printing, inkjet printing requires an extra preparation step (see figure 1). Where traditionally 

all chemicals, dyes, and auxiliaries were put together, inkjet printing takes on a two-step approach where chemicals 

are added beforehand. This usually is a cocktail of three ingredients:

1. Thickener or migration inhibitors

2. Alkali, acids, and/or electrolytes 

3. Additional auxiliaries 

The thickener is essential, as it makes sure that the applied inks stay in perfect condition and do not “bleed” (see figure 2). 

This is why it’s also called a migration inhibitor. Depending on the fibre and the ink you’re using, you set a certain pH 

medium with alkali, different salts, or acids to make sure that the ink gets fixed on the fabric. For polyamide fibres, 

for example, you need an acid pH medium, whereas for cotton, you need alkali conditions. This is the reason why you 

should carefully study your materials beforehand, as you need this information to create the perfect preparation 

cocktail. Sometimes, the cocktail requires a third ingredient to, among other things, keep the different chemicals 

from reacting and improve shade depth and sharpness.

Untreated textile substrate Treated textile substrate

Ink Ink

Conventional  
pre-treatment

Fixation
Inkjet  

printing

Inkjet printing  
preparation

Post-treatment Finishing

Figure 1. Inkjet printing requires an extra step

Figure 2. 
Untreated vs. treated with a thickener



When your textiles come out of the printer, they must be dried carefully. Then, a fixation of the ink has to take 

place. Depending on the fabric, textiles should be thermofixated (polyester) or steam fixated (cotton, polyamide, 

silk, wool). 

3.3 POST-TREATMENT (FIXATION & FINISHING)

“Finishes are optional, but they play an important role 

as they add more value to your end-product”

The residuals of the preparation chemicals and non-

fixed ink need to be removed and the fabric needs to be 

neutralised. Post-treatment methods do just that and 

make sure that your products are disposed of impurities.

In addition to the preparation and inkjet printing follo- 

wed by the fixing process, the subsequent process steps 

also determine the quality of the final textile product. 

Make sure that you completely remove the thickener 

and unfixed ink during the washing out. Also make sure 

that the eliminated substances cannot find their way 

back to the fabric. When left on the fibres, thickeners 

and unfixed ink have a great influence on the fast-

ness of the dyes. We therefore recommend you use a 

detergent and sequestering agent that are especially 

developed for print post-washing. Depending on the 

substrate and ink chemistry, post-treatment can also 

improve the degree of fastness of the dyes. For example, 

this could be a softener, a flame retardant or a stain 

protector. Post-treatment is also the moment to add 

special effects such as the reduction of odours or the 

improvement of wearability. 

9
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The preparation product you need depends on the application process you’re using. But don’t worry, there are 

special products for every type of process, fabric type and ink chemistry.

3.4 SUITABLE MACHINES FOR PREPARATION 

Medium viscosity

High pick-up

Deep penetration

Double side

High viscosity

Low pick-up

Few penetration

One side

Low viscosity

Low pick-up

Few penetration

One side

Medium viscosity/
shear thinning

Pick-up is variable

Penetration 
is variable

One side

Print screenFoulard Spray Valve jet

Needs per application process
Different units are used for the inkjet preparation 

depending on the available equipment. Most common 

is the padding (foulard) machine, because it’s available 

in most factories. In this process, preparation liquor 

with low viscosity is preferred, the application is done 

on both sides and the pick-up is relatively high.

If a conventional printing system is available, this 

can also be used for inkjet preparation. In contrast to 

padding machine, high viscosity pastes must be used. 

The application is only on one side and the liquor 

application can be accurately controlled. 

The spray process using a wide variety of nozzles or 

rotating discs is gaining in importance. In this case, 

a very low viscosity liquor is used. The pick-up is very 

low and the application is one-sided, as when using the 

print screen.

The spray nozzle (Valvejet) is used for the preparation 

of carpet and other high-pile items in particular. 

Thixotropic products are required in this process, which 

are printed on one side with a very variable viscosity 

and defined pick-up.

Figure 3. Needs per application process
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Clearly, inkjet printing is not a matter of pressing the print button and waiting for the perfect vest, swimsuit, or 

silk scarf to come out. If you want excellent colour sharpness, great ink penetration, lovely fabric handle, and 

amazing shade depth (and you probably want to), you need to step up your game. Or in short: you need a chemical 

preparation step that makes it happen for you. 

4. TESTING FOR THE RIGHT RECIPE

“Before you do anything else: take your fabrics to the lab”

This white paper was brought to you by TANATEX, a group of enthusiastic science lovers with a passion for 

textiles and everything that makes them better. As long as we can remember, we have been working on 

products that not only improve the quality of textile processes, but also provide our customers with a true 

competitive advantage. 

5. ABOUT TANATEX

Thanks to our broad experience in the carpet industry 

and our expertise in dyeing techniques, we know a great 

deal about colour behaviour and factors that influence 

the end-results. In our lab in the Dutch headquarters, 

we create tailor-made recipes for printing houses, 

fashion brands, and textile mills.

Do you want to know how we can help your organi-

sation get the best out of inkjet printing? Feel free to 

contact us! 

Is it going to take some time? Yes. Is high quality inkjet 

preparation more expensive than low quality inkjet pre-

paration? Also, yes. But in the end, working with the right 

tools is going to pay off. As soon as you have assembled 

your ultimate preparation cocktail, you can start creating 

high quality products for your customers, and you will 

have right to ask a fair price. Good input = good output, 

meaning investing in inkjet preparation will enable you 

to print high quality products.  

We wish you good luck!
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